Coach’s Corner

Fostering Youth Archers

By Larry Wise

I

started shooting archery when I was
eight years old because I wanted to.
I was interested in making arrows
fly to a target; I thought it was neat. No
one helped me much other than to buy
me a fiberglass bow and a few wooden
arrows. Other than that, I was on my
own and the neighbors were nervous!
When I was about 12, my dad
bought himself and me some better
bows and we started shooting with
some of the local guys. We joined a club
in the next county and traveled there
to shoot on weekends. We had a great
time but none of us knew much about
shooting, so we copied others and tried
things on our own, hoping to make
ourselves better. There was no coach
available and no program to help me
or the adults. The only guide we had
was a book called “Power Archery” by
Dave Keneagy. With that bit of help, we
had our fun and our frustrations and
kept shooting because we liked archery
and bowhunting.
I elevated my archery interest in
1976 but found help only from some
of the league shooters at the local
club. Again, there were no books or
coaches to look to for help, so I struggled through the
winter shooting with fingers
and then fingers
with a clicker.
After that, I

switched to a release, starting with a
two finger back tension Stanislawski
and teaching myself how to shoot it in
my front yard. By luck, I got it right and
shot well from the beginning.
Being an adult and an educator, I
should be able to teach myself how to
do things but what about kids? How
will they learn? And if they have a real
interest and a high skill level, who can
guide them to their highest level of
achievement?
Furthermore, what organizations
are available to assist young archers
whose parents are not able to? Who
will help the parents who want to
provide guidance but don’t have the
knowledge or skill to do so? And who
is able to help the dealers who need
assistance with program structure and
coaching skills?
Helping kids achieve is important;
I know because I did it for 35 years
in the math classroom. Helping kids
achieve in archery is just as important
to me. The following information will
help you help youth archers improve
skill and achieve higher scores. It will
also help you help parents do the same.

YOUTH NEEDS
What do young archers and young
athletes in general need in order to
reach their full potential? That, of
course, is a complicated question
because there are a host of concerns
that have to be addressed when dealing
with a young student/athlete.
RULE ONE: HAVE FUN
It took me a while to learn this
one but with the help of some of my
friends, I figured out that the first rule
of archery is to have fun. If it isn’t fun,
then why are you doing it? If you can’t
smile while you are shooting and if you
can’t laugh at yourself at least once
every day while you’re training, then
archery will become drudgery: hard,
dull work.
Your job as a coach or advisor is to
be sure that every archer in your group
learns to have fun while shooting.
Focusing on the positive is essential to
that. Scheduling games and activities
that relieve stress and promote group
togetherness are important parts of any
program that attends to the needs of
the entire individual. Your athletes will
thrive when a variety of activities are

Youth archery
begins
with
church
youth
groups, Boy and
Girl Scouts or
just some kids
at a local club or
range. A certified coach can
provide proper
instruction
so
your kids begin
learning the right
skills and, more
imp or ta ntl y,
have a safe
experience.
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Put up a few balloons and organize
several shooting
lines with an adult
instructor for each
line and kids will
have a blast. Their
eyes will light up
when they break
the first balloon
and then they will
be hooked, just like
I was at the age of
eight. My church
youth
waited
patiently for their
turns and had a
great day at the
local archery club.

in front of them at each practice session. Just shooting arrows at 30 yards
every session isn’t very appealing and
doesn’t prepare anyone for much other
than shooting lots of arrows, period.
Inventing new games and new
team activities keeps young archers
interested. A fun game I use with youth
groups is the blind man’s archery team
event. Choose teams of three or four
archers, blindfold a shooter and have
the others direct the shooter without
touch for an end of five arrows at eight
to 10 yards of distance. Then switch
shooters until each team member has
shot five arrows. High score wins.
Shooting this game forces the
shooter to feel his or her full draw
posture and try to repeat it. The others
on the team will learn verbal skills for
directing and should pick up on how
to look through the shooter’s sight to
help him or her line up on the target.
It’s really fun to watch and referee this
event; I can’t keep from laughing out
loud when I do. My students want to
play it over and over at following practice sessions.
Be creative; try different games
until you find several that interest your
group or individual. Keep the variety
and fun level up!
BALANCE EDUCATION
WITH ATHLETICS
As a coach or mentor to young
athletes, you have to remember that
they are not just athletes; they are also
students. They are either in junior or
senior high school or they are homeschooled and must maintain a commitment to their education to protect

their future; very few will make a living
in archery.
With that in mind, as their coach,
you must construct their practice and
tournament schedules around their
school commitments. Assignments
and testing at school must take priority
over archery practice and sometimes
tournament participation. Other times,
it’s necessary for a student to leave
school early, go in late or miss a school
day to make it to a national level competition but in general, school should
take top priority.
It’s important for a coach/mentor
to monitor school achievement levels.
Some young archers will focus only
on archery, forget their education – I
saw this during my teaching career –
and have to be reminded of what is
most important in their lives and for
their future. Some of your archery students who let their studies lapse will
need to have archery suspended or
limited until they readjust their priorities. I know that all of the teachers and
coaches at my school worked together
to make this prioritization happen and
sometimes it was tough on the kids
involved but it had to happen and it
did.
TRAINING SCHEDULE
BALANCE & VARIETY
Training is important, of course
but so is the daily level of training and
the variety of activities used during that
training. Archery is not shooting lots of
arrows every day until your arms drop
off. In fact, that approach will produce
negative results, wear out muscles and
result in archer burnout.

As I wrote in the January issue
of ArrowTrade, you have to vary the
intensity of daily workouts and take
some days off. I suggest that you use
a schedule that employs a medium
training level on day one, a light one on
day two, a heavy one on day three and
rest on day four. Over time, this type
of schedule can be used to increase
the number of arrows shot in order
to prepare for major tournaments or
reduce it for a maintenance period
between tournaments.
During each training session, the
activities can and should be varied.
Shooting at different distances as well
as new and different target faces and
engaging in team and individual games
are great ways to keep students interested, focused and well prepared.
NUTRITION NEEDS
You are what you eat! Diet must be
part of a training program. Some foods
and drinks have to be eliminated and
others have to be introduced.
Most and I do mean most of my
high school students did not eat breakfast. They got up in the morning and
left home without eating anything at all
or after eating the wrong things. I have
nothing against Pop Tarts but that isn’t
breakfast!
A simple but nutritious breakfast
is essential for standing still during
archery practice. So are a good lunch
and good things to drink. Soda has to
be eliminated from the diet; it’s just
no good for you. In fact, beer would
be better because it has nutritious elements but we can’t do that for kids! You
should provide water and sports drinks
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WE DONʼT PAINT THEM RED.

HUNTING IS A BLOODSPORT.
Nobody takes home a trophy just for participating. So when you depend on your arrow to take and recover game, trust
the BloodSport Pro Series. With .001” straightness, lighted flare nocks and the patent-pending Blood Ring to aid in
recovery, it’s the only arrow on the market designed specifically to hunt.
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Almost everyone in this picture of Team USA at the 2014 World Field Archery
Championships in Croatia last August began in a youth program of some kind. Starting
with proper instruction in an organized program leads to important positive personal
development whether you are interested in competing or just shooting for fun.

for your archery students before, during and after practice to keep the body
hydrated for any sports activity.

PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES
I’ve been reading and studying a golf book titled “Golf’s Mental
Hazards” by Alan Shapiro, Ph. D.
(Simon & Shuster, 1996). The author
outlines six mental hazards that golfers
and other athletes face while practicing

and playing their games.
The six hazards are:
Fear of Fear
Losing Your Cool
Getting Too Up or Too Down
Worrying What Others Think
The Need To Be In Control
Unwillingness to Work
You should read this book or one
like it to better understand what your
athletes may be experiencing as scoring

Several years ago, I was invited to Pelkey’s Archery in Vermont to provide some additional instruction to the shop’s Junior Olympic Archery Development club. In addition to
instruction on proper fundamentals, we enjoyed a blind man’s archery game. Building
team spirit and personal communication skills is a big part of the USA Archery JOAD
Program. Building skills for better focus and learning to trust your shooting form are
important and can be transferred to other areas of one’s life.
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rounds and tournaments approach. I
know you’re not a psychologist; neither
am I but we have to be informed so we
can help young athletes better prepare
for competition. You may even learn
something about yourself and your
own shooting in the process.
Once you identify one or two mental hazards of a particular student, you
can construct their training to attack
the problem. Helping the student with
their mental preparation pays big dividends when the competition starts.
The book I mentioned, “The Mental
Hazards of Golf,” gives you some ways
to deal with each type of hazard and
I’m sure you’ll find other books that are
very helpful in this regard. Spend a little time doing this research and you’ll
be better able to help your student.

AGES
6-9
10-14
15-ADULT
LENGTH 6”
62”
64-70”
WEIGHT 15-20# 20-30# 25-46#

On the compound side, bow
lengths vary from 28 to 42 inches and
draw weights from 15 to 70 pounds.
The important factor here is not so
much the overall axle-to-axle length
but the draw weight. The weight must
be matched to the shooter’s strength
so that he or she can raise the bow to
target level and draw the bow at that
level. If the weight is too great, then

they will most likely raise one shoulder
higher than the other to get the bow
drawn and thereby compromise their
full draw position. Proper full draw
position requires that both shoulders
be level and set back and down.
Your concern here for the advanced
athlete centers around keeping them
with a bow that fits properly so that
their release hand and drawing forearm are always in line with the arrow
when at full draw. As they grow in size
and strength, their needs will change
and you’ll have to adjust draw weight

EQUIPMENT FITTING
Fitting a young person with a bow
is a crucial step to getting their form
correctly developed. If the bow doesn’t
fit properly, the student won’t learn to
shoot properly. This is true for compounds as well as recurve bows.
Checking the listings for recurve
bow lengths, you’ll find overall bow
lengths from 56 to 70 inches. Most
manufacturers make risers in two
lengths, 23 and 25 inches and limbs
ranging in draw weights from 30 to
46 pounds. I know PSE makes three
lengths of its X-Pression limbs so that
when the limbs are matched to two of
PSE’s X-Appeal risers, you can build
bows from 64 to 70 inches long. Other
manufacturers make similar configurations so that you can fit shorter/
younger archers to shorter bows and
taller/older archers to longer bows.
For a younger/smaller archer, you
can take advantage of a bow like the
PSE Optima that provides lengths of
56 to 66 inches and draw weights ranging from 15 to 35 pounds. It is vitally
important to get the length and weight
matched to the shooter’s size so that
they can physically manage the bow,
properly place their bow hand on the
riser grip section and easily establish
proper full draw position: a straight
bow arm and the drawing forearm
positioned in line with the arrow.
Some guidelines for recurve bow
length and draw weight are shown at
the top of the next column.
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Powerful and precise. The new Barnett Recruit Lite
100 puts serious equipment into the hands of young
hunters. It’s time to step forward.

WWW.BARNETTCROSSBOWS.COM
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While traveling to Northern Ireland a few years ago, I got to work with a youth team.
Kids are the same everywhere I go and this group had no trouble building cooperation
skills in the games we played. Shooting scoring arrows with others present promotes the
concept of accepting responsibility for your actions. Archers shoot arrows at a target, walk
forward, write down the result and, at the end, accept the score they shot.

and draw length. Many compound
manufacturers have a bow model that
adjusts from 16 to 26 inches specifically for growing youth. But once the
shooter gets near that 26 inch limit, it’s
time to move them to a longer axleto-axle bow and a longer draw length
adjustment range.
Also consider how the shooter’s
hand fits the riser grip section; smaller
bows have smaller grips for smaller
hands. A larger hand will need a larger
grip section. Mastering a properly
placed bow hand with knuckles at a
45 degree angle to the riser is difficult
for adults, so special attention must
be paid to this essential form element
when you are working with growing
youth shooters. Getting the grip trained
correctly is a prerequisite to shooting
high scores.

PARENTAL SUPPORT

BLADES LOCK IN

www.ParkerBows.com

Having parental support makes life
easier; however, it comes in various
forms. Most are helpful but a few are
not. Certainly, having a parent on your
side, reinforcing what you are doing,
makes you a more effective teacher and
coach. And we all want to be effective.
In all the years I taught mathematics, I liked having parents who supported my efforts in the classroom by
encouraging their sons or daughters to

try all of the activities, including homework, which my classroom and subject
required. By and large, the overwhelming majority of parents fit this group.
Coaching archery is a little different. Archery is not a required subject
in school and it requires some extra
financial support from parents. This
puts the coach in the line of fire sometimes, so you have to forge a partnership of sorts with a parent in order to
get the right equipment in the hands of
a talented youth archer.
The money may not necessarily be
there to buy all of the latest and best
gear exactly when it’s needed. You may
have to buy used or go the “loaner”
route for a while in order to get proper
fitting or better functioning equipment
in a shooter’s hands. There’s nothing
wrong with that if it keeps you and the
archer focused on form first and scoring second.
Many archers (I’ve been guilty of
this myself at times) get to thinking far
too often that their equipment is holding them back when really, it’s their
form or lack of commitment that is the
problem. Some parents have too much
money to throw at the situation and
greatly enlarge this problem; you, the
coach, have to be a mediator between
them and their children, which is not a
good place to be. This is where having
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